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CropCare® would like to thank you for choosing to purchase one of our Liquid Applicator models. We appreciate your business and
want to fill all of your sprayer needs. We also desire to provide you with the technical support and needed parts that will allow you
to continue operating without disruption. For parts and service please contact your local CropCare® dealer.
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Specifications
110 gallon Liquid Applicator
Model #’s: BA110LH
Tank capacity���������������������������������������������������������������������������110 gal
Min power supply.................................................. 12 volt / 10 amp
Wiring harness length.................................................................... 10’
Pump:
Type������������������������������������������������������������������������Diaphragm pump
Manufacturer�������������������������������������������������������������������������Shurflo®
Max pressure�����������������������������������������������������������������������������60 psi
Open flow rate���������������������������������������������������������������������� 1.8 gpm
Sprayer:
Hose length...................................................................................... 20’
Weight:
Shipping weight.................................................................................lbs
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Before You Begin
Please read and understand this manual and its instructions and warnings completely before operating
the applicator.

•

Be aware of all safety guidelines, warnings, and cautions including those of any piece of equipment that the
applicator may be mounted on.

•
•

Read and understand the chemical manufacturer’s labels, warnings, and instructions.
Familiarize yourself and other operators with the applicator’s components and how all parts are operated.

Safety Precautions
General Guidelines
Every year many unnecessary accidents occur due to improper equipment handling and a disregard for safety precautions. You, the
operator, can avoid accidents by observing the precautions listed in this section.

•

The operator should be a responsible adult. Do not
allow persons to operate this applicator until they
have displayed a thorough understanding of safety
precautions and operational use!

•

Never attempt to operate this applicator when under
the influence of alcohol or drugs.

•

The best defense against accidents is a careful and
responsible operator.

•

A chemical warning decal and an owner's manual
warning decal are located on the applicator’s tank.
(Figure 1, Figure 2). Be aware of their location. Always
replace any warning or safety decals that are not legible
or are missing.

•

If there is any portion of this manual that you do not
fully understand, please contact your local CropCare®
dealer.

Figure 1: Chemical Warning Decal (DEMT3980)

Figure 2: Owner’s Manual Decal (DE39)
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Safety Precautions
Before Operation
•
•

Carefully study and understand this owner's manual.

•

To avoid injury from chemical hazards, wear the proper
protective clothing. Each chemical manufacturer's
clothing requirements are listed under the “Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) section in the chemical
instructions.

Read and follow chemical manufacturer's labels,
warnings, and instructions! A material safety data
sheet (MSDS) should be provided by the chemical
manufacturer.

•

Never exceed the load rating for the piece of equipment
on wich the applicator is mounted.

•

Give the applicator a visual inspection for any worn
parts, loose bolts, or other visible problems, and make
the necessary repairs. See the maintenance section for
instructions (page 12).

•

Have all operators practice operating the appliactor
using clean water only, until all persons are completely
capable of safe operation.

•

Remember that accidents can even happen to seasoned
operators. Always take your time and follow all safety
instructions.

•

Store the applicator away from human and livestock
activity.

During Operation
•
•

Always be aware of bystanders, particularly children!
Never leave running equipment unattended!

Following Operation
•

Following operation, stop the equipment, shut off
engine, and remove ignition key.

•

Do not permit children to play on or around applicator.

Pump Safety Precautions
•

Never pump flammable or explosive fluids such as
gasoline, fuel oil, kerosene, etc.

•

Note: The pump may be run dry without resulting in
damage.

•

Always disconnect the power to the pump when
working on the pump. Failure to do this could result
in electrical shock.
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Mounting the Applicator
The 110 gallon Liquid Applicator is designed to be mounted on a baler, forage harvester, bagger, blower, or any other applicable piece
of equipment. Mounting the liquid applicator correctly and securely will ensure consistent and safe operation.

Base Unit

28.75 "

1.	 Mount the liquid applicator on the given equipment in a
location that can withstand the weight of the applicator
with a full tank. The 110 gallon liquid applicator weighs
approximately 1000 lbs with a full tank.
2.	 The chosen mounting location should also be easily
accessible for filling the applicator’s tank.

21.00 "

3.	 The location of the liquid applicator should not cause the
liquid applicator to interfere with the operation of the
equipment it is mounted on.
Note: If you are permanently mounting the applicator in
an outdoors location, it is important that you cover the
pump to protect it from the elements.

Figure 3: Bolt pattern

4.	 Mount the applicator using four 3/8” bolts (a) and four
3/8” nuts (b) (not included).
5.	 The bolt pattern for mounting the applicator is 21” x 28
3/4” (Figure 3).

Controls
1.	 The control box (Figure 4) should be mounted in a dry
location that allows for convenient operation of the
controls. In most cases the control box is mounted on
the tractor where it can be easy accessed.

Wiring Harness

Figure 4: Controls

1.	 Route the wire harness from the electrical box on the
applicator to the desired location.
2.	 It is recommended to route the harness to the hitch point
of the equipment that the applicator is mounted on.

LH10 Harness Extension

3.	 Connect the LH10 harness extension to the harness, as
shown if Figure 5, and route it to the desired location for
the control unit (usually the tractor cab).
Note: Use caution when routing the wiring harness to
avoid areas where the wires can be pinched, rubbed, or
exposed to excessive heat.
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Figure 5: Wiring

Mounting the Applicator
Wiring Harness

... continued

Power Supply Harness

LH10 Harness Extension

4.	 With the harness extension in place, connect the power
supply harness and the control unit to the harness
extension as shown in Figure 6).

Controls

Note: The power supply harness has three plugs, only
two plugs are utilized for the BA110LH.

Not Used

To Power Source

Spray Nozzles & Plumbing

Figure 6: Wiring

1.	 Determine the optimal location for applying the liquid
inoculant or other chemicals. Ensure that this location
will provide complete coverage and safe operation.
2.	 Attach the spray hose (a) to the discharge barb (b) with
an included hose clamp (c) as shown in Figure 7. Route
the hose to the desired application location on the piece
of equipment. Ensure that the hose will not interfere
with the operation of the equipment.
3.	 The recommended technique for mounting the nozzle
bodies (a) is on a piece of round or square tubing with a
boom clamp (b) as shown in Figure 8.
4.	 The spray nozzles (c), nozzle body caps (d), tip strainers
(e), and cap gaskets (f) are installed on the nozzle body (a)
as shown in Figure 8.

B
C
A

Figure 7: Hose installation

B
Elbow body

5.	 The applicator kit includes two 1/2” round pipe nozzle
clamps. Contact an authorized CropCare® dealer to
order different sizes of round or square nozzle clamps.

B

6.	 Depending on the rate of application and the type of
equipment, you will need to use one or two spray nozzles.

A
E

7.	 Begin by installing the elbow nozzle body and test to see if
the spray pattern covers the entire application area.
8.	 If two spray nozzle bodies are needed for complete
coverage, install the tee nozzle body first and the elbow
nozzle body second as shown in Figure 8.

F
C
Tee body

D

Figure 8: Spray nozzle assembly
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Mounting the Applicator
Spray Nozzles & Plumbing

... continued

9.	 Route the 3/8” hose from the pump to spray nozzle
location. Take care to avoid areas where the hose can be
pinched, rubbed, or exposed to excessive heat.

6806

6806

10.	 Install the 3/8” x 1/2” hose mender (a) and a short section
of 1/2” hose (b) on the end of the length of 3/8” hose (c)
as shown in Figure 9.
11.	 Secure the hoses with a small hose clamp (62604052) on
the 3/8” hose and a large hose clamp (6806052) on the
1/2” hose as shown in Figure 9.
12.	 Connect the 1/2” hose to the elbow body (if using only
one nozzle body) or the tee body (if using two nozzle
bodies) and secure with a large hose clamp (6806052) as
shown in Figure 9.

B
6806
62604

B
A
C

Figure 9: Plumbing

Control Unit Diagrams
2. System overview

90-02476

* Source: TeeJet - 70 Series EPC - Manual Pump User Guide - 98-05073 R1
2864 Old Rochester Road
Springfield, IL 62703
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Phone (217) 753-8424 – Fax (217) 753-8426
www.mid-tech.com

70 Series EPC - Manual Pump User Guide

98-05073 R1

Control 1.Unit
Diagrams
Connections table and Assembly

Contact
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Color

Description

Green

Boom Sense input (+12v = work)

Red
White

Regulation output +12v
Pressure Signal

Black

+12v Pressure Sensor

Black

Regulation output -GND

View from cable (45-05424) side

* Source: TeeJet - 70 Series EPC - Manual Pump User Guide - 98-05073 R1
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Calibrating the Applicator
Note: All calibration needs to be done with water only!
To ensure accurate and complete coverage, the applicator must be calibrated to determine the correct nozzle size and pressure
setting. Before calibrating the applicator, it is important to familiarize yourself with the operating instructions. The calibration process
is simplified when broken down into the following three steps:
1.	 Determine the gallons per ton (gpt) recommendation of the inoculant/chemical manufacturer.
2.	 Determine the minutes per ton (mpt) rating of the crop through the given piece of equipment.
3.	 Use the calibration formula to determine the necessary nozzle and pressure setting.

1. Determine the Gallons per Ton (GPT)
The inoculant, or chemcical, manufacturer should provide instructions that detail how many gallons per ton (GPT) should be applied
to various crops. This amount will likely vary depending on the crop to which the innoculant, or chemical, will be applied.
Definition of Terms:

•

GPT: gallons per ton

•

MPT: minutes per ton

•

GPM: gallons per minute

•

PSI: pounds per square inch

Calibration Formula: GPM = GPT ÷ MPT

2. Determine the Minutes per Ton (MPT)
Calculate the minute per ton (MPT) rating, or, the number of minutes it takes for one ton of crop to be processed by the piece of
equipment that is being utilized.
Example: You are using a baler that can bale at a rate of 15 tons in one hour. The minute per ton rating calculation would then be:
(60) ÷ (15 tons/hour) = 4 MPT
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Calibrating the Applicator
3. Determine Nozzle Size and Pressure Setting
1.	 Determine the necessary gallons per minute (GPM) per nozzle. Use the gallons per ton (GPT) and the minutes per ton
(MPT) found in steps 1-2 to determine the gallons per minute using the calibration formula. The calibration formula is:
gallons per minute (GPM) = gallon per ton (GPT) / minute per ton (MPT)
Example: Assume the GPT recommendation is .50 gallons of inoculant per ton and your baler processes at a rate of 4 minutes per
ton (MPT). The calculation would be:
(.50 GPT) ÷ (4 MPT) = .125 GPM
Note: If you are using two spray nozzles, you will need to divide the gallons per minute calculation by two. Example: If you have
two nozzles and you calculated your gpm to be .125, you will actually need .063 gpm per spray nozzle.
2.	 Using the GPM calculation, use the calibration chart below to determine correct spray nozzle size and pressure setting.
Example: Suppose you calculated your necessary GPM to be .125, you should to use one green XR110015VP spray nozzle and set
the pump’s pressure at 30 psi using the pressure knob on the control box.
Note: Due to normal wear, Teejet® recommends that you replace your sprayer nozzles after every spraying season. Nozzle
replacement will ensure accurate spraying performance.

Boom Calibration Chart
Nozzle Size

*

Gallons per Minute (GPM) of One Nozzle and Given PSI Rating
15 PSI

20 PSI

30 PSI

40 PSI

50 PSI

60 PSI

TP650050SS (Stainless)
XR8001VS (Orange)
XR110015VP (Green)*

N/A

N/A

.04

.05

.06

.06

.06

.07

.09

.10

.11

.12

.09

.11

.13

.15

.17

.18

XR11002VP (Yellow)*

.12

.14

.17

.20

.22

.24

XR11003VP (Blue)*
XR11004VP (Red)
XR11005VP (Brown)
XR11006VP (Gray)
XR11008VP (White)
XR110010SS (Stainless)

.18

.21

.26

.30

.34

.37

.24

.28

.35

.40

.45

.49

.31

.35

.43

.50

.56

.61

.37

.42

.52

.60

.67

.73

.49

.57

.69

.80

.89

.98

.61

.71

.87

1.00

1.12

1.22

Included in applicator kit
Additional nozzle sizes available, contact an authorized CropCare® dealer to order.
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Operating Instructions
Before operating your liquid applicator, it is important that you read this entire manual and know all safety precautions. Always take
your time and be alert when operating your applicator. This will allow you to safely operate the unit without accident or interruption.

Before Operation
1.	 Before operation it is important to give the applicator
unit a thorough inspection. Check the hoses, wiring
harness, and other applicator components for any wear
or damage. Ensure that the suction strainer and the tank
have been thoroughly rinsed.
2.	 Calibrate the liquid applicator for the given conditions
following the directions listed in the “Calibrating the
Applicator” section (pages 9-10).

Note: Using a petroleum-based product or a noncompatible chemical will void the manufacturer’s
warranty. Contact an authorized CropCare® dealer
if you are unsure as to whether or not a chemical or
substance is acceptable for the pump.

3.	 Before using any inoculant or chemical ensure that it
is not a petroleum-based product or a non-compatible
chemical for the pump.

During Operation
1.	 Fill the applicator tank with the correct amount of
water and chemical or inoculant as instructed by the
manufacturer of the chemical or inoculant being used.

3.	 When you are finished using the applicator, turn the
pump off. If the applicator’s tank becomes empty,
remember to turn the pump off.

2.	 Turn on the pump and set the spraying pressure (See
“Control Unit Operation” section). The pressure should
be set to the optimal rate found when you calibrated the
liquid applicator.

Following Operation
1.	 Thoroughly rinsing the applicator of any chemical residue
is an important activity. It is recommended to fill the
tank with fresh water and engage the pump until the
system is entirely free of chemical residue. It is important
not to rinse the applicator in an area where humans,
animals, or sensitive plants could come in contact with
chemical residue.
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2.	 Store the applicator in a location where it will be away
from human or animal activity. Do not allow children to
play on or near the applicator.

Control Unit Operation
Control Unit Operation

70 Series EPC - Manual Pump User Guide
3. Generality

Function

98-05073 R1

Key

Description
The unit will power on and show the first working screen

Pro

1. Power on

US Units
2. Power off

↑ and ↓

3. Selection of
working screen

↑ or ↓

4. Master
Pump ON/OFF

Pro ON/OFF

4. Functionality
Function

1. Pressure
Flow
When
Master is
ON

2. Pressure
Flow
When
Master is
OFF

5. Alarms

Function

1. No
Pressure
Signal

2. No
Pressure
in system

Display

15 psi
35.0 gpm
1 bar
35.0 l/m
15 psi
0.0 ga
1 psi
0.0 lt

Display

Error
pressure
0 psi
no press

0 Bar
no press

0 psi
0.0 Ga

Metric Units

0 Bar
0.0 lt

The unit will power off
The first line on display show dose rate
Second line is user selectable
If Boom Sense in NOT used Pro can be used to turn
the pump ON/OFF

Possible actions
↑ to increase pump (pressure)
RPM
↓ to decrease pump (pressure)
RPM

CLR for 3 second to reset
second line.

Possible actions

Comments

Upper line : Actual pressure
Lower line : Actual Flow rate

Upper line : Actual pressure
Lower line : Accumulated
volume or Total Volume

Comments

CLR to disable alarm

Alarm message will appear on
the second line indicating that
no pressure signal is received;
Check pressure sensor for
damaged or bad connection.

CLR to disable alarm

Alarm message will appear on
the second line indicating that
there is no pressure in the
system. Tank could be empty or
pump could be stopped.

* Source: TeeJet - 70 Series EPC - Manual Pump User Guide - 98-05073 R1
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Control Unit Operation
Control Unit Operation
6. Program
Function

Display

... continued

Access

Possible actions
Push Pro for 3 seconds

Exit

Push Pro for 3 seconds

Comments
Master must be off

↓ to select another step
1. Nozzle

nozzle
setup
Iso 04
0.40 g/m

1.1

1.2

Iso 04
1.31 l/m
@ 40 psi
1.43 g/m
@ 2 bar
1.12 l/m

Pro to enter nozzle setup (1.1)
Push Pro for 3 seconds to escape
program
↑ ↓ to select a nozzle
Pro to validate selected nozzle
If a programmable nozzle is needed
select programmable nozzle and
push Pro go to step 1.2:
programmable nozzle value.

↑ ↓ to modify gal/min value
Pro to validate value

US Units
Enter nozzle rating in gallons
/ minute @ 40PSI
Metric Units
Enter nozzle rating in liters /
minute @ 2Bar

↑ ↓ to select another step
2. Pressure
sensor

2.1

pressure
setup
Max prs
150 psi

Max prs
10 bar

2.2

Calibr.
At 0 psi
Calibr.
At 0 bar

2.3

Delta pr
5

Pro to enter calibration (2.1)
Push Pro for 3 seconds to escape
program

↑ ↓ to modify max pressure value

Maximum pressure allowed
by the sensor.

Pro to validate max pressure and go
to the zero PSI calibration (2.2)

Max pressure rating for the
sensor can be found on the
sensor or by contacting your
70 series monitor distributor.

Pro for auto calibration of the
pressure sensor at zero PSI

!!! Be sure there is no
pressure in the
system !!!

↑ ↓ to modify value
Pro to validate value

This value is used to compensate
the pressure drop between pressure
measurement point and nozzle.
If not needed, set it to 0.The higher
the value, the higher the
compensation.

* Source: TeeJet - 70 Series EPC - Manual Pump User Guide - 98-05073 R1
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www.mid-tech.com

Maintenance Instructions
Routine Maintenance
It is very important to perform routine maintenance on the applicator before and after each use. Good maintenance practices will help
to guard against any unnecessary breakdowns or accidents.
1.	 It is recommended to perform a visual and physical
inspection for any worn parts, loose bolts, or other
visible problems. Make all necessary repairs before
operation. Contact an authorized CropCare® dealer
to order parts and for technical help.
2.	 After each use it is important to rinse the pump and all
components by running clean water through the system.
Fill the tank with a sufficient amount of fresh water and
engage the pump. Rinsing the pump with fresh water will
greatly improve the life of the pump.

3.	 Do not allow the pump or the control box to get wet
or to be exposed to the elements. Contact with liquids
could cause damage to both the pump and the control
box and will void the manufacturer’s warranty.
4.	 The suction strainer should be taken out and rinsed
regularly.
5.	 Always follow all pump safety precautions and warnings.
Following these guidelines will help to ensure many years
of smooth and trouble-free operation.

Winterizing the Applicator
It is essential that you winterize the applicator to avoid damage and to allow for optimal performance. The winterization process
should be undertaken before freezing conditions and/or after each season of use. Failure to winterize the applicator will void
the manufacturer’s warranty.
1.	 Verify that the tank is rinsed out and empty. Pour a
1/2 gallon of RV nontoxic antifreeze into the tank. It
is not recommended to use engine antifreeze. Engine
antifreeze can be harmful to humans, animals, crops, and
the environment.
2.	 Engage the pump for several minutes. Make sure that the
antifreeze has been pumped through the entire system.

3.	 Store the applicator in a dry location away from the
elements.
4.	 Before spraying in the spring it is recommended to
flush the applicator with clean water to cleanse it of
the antifreeze and any other buildup. It would also be
beneficial to do a thorough inspection of all applicator
components before operation.
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Troubleshooting
As you use your Liquid Applicator, it is possible that you will encounter minor problems that can be easily fixed. The following
problems and respective causes and solutions should cover most of the potential problems that you may face. If you are having
problems please attempt to use this troubleshooting section to solve the problem. If you are unable to fix the problem please contact
an authorized CropCare® dealer for service.
Problems/Symptoms
Low Rate of Flow

Pump Will Not Prime

Pump Will Not Run

No Spray Flow
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Possible Causes

Solutions

Suction Strainer is partially clogged

Remove the suction strainer and rinse

Pump valves are damaged/bad

Replace the valves or contact an authorized CropCare®
dealer for service and/or repairs

Low voltage

Use a power source rated at 10 amps and 12 volts

Suction line is clogged

Inspect the suction line for debris

Suction strainer is clogged

Remove the suction strainer and rinse

Pump is damaged from chemicals not being
properly rinsed out

See an authorized CropCare® dealer for service and/or
pump repairs

Fuse is blown

Replace the fuse on the wiring harness

Incorrect voltage

Use a power source rated at 10 amps and 12 volts

Pump pressure switch is malfunctioning

Replace the pressure switch or contact an authorized
CropCare® dealer for repairs

Spray tip is clogged

Remove the spray tip and rinse out

Suction strainer is clogged

Remove the suction strainer and rinse

Breakdowns & Parts Lists
49

48

48

49

50
51

55
Ref #
48
49
50
51
52

Qty
2
4
1
2
1

Part Number
SS30
CB38*4G5
47194
DE57
DE39

Description
110 gallon tank strap
Carriage bolt, 3/8-16 x 4" grade 5
110 gal. 30" yellow poly tank
Decal, CropCare® Logo
Read owner’s manual warning decal

Ref #
53
54
55
56

56

Qty
1
4
2
1

53

52

54

Part Number
DEMT3980
FN38
3F114
TS3034P

Description
Chemical warning decal
Flange nut, 3/8-16
1 1/4" MP poly pipe plug
Saddle, 30" dia. x 34" long

40
42

outside of tank

43
44
41
45

46
47

Ref #
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Qty
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Part Number
3EL3438
60401
--60402
3A3438
62604052
1206

Description
3/4" M.P. x 3/8" barb PP elbow hose adapter
Poly tank fitting, 3/4", double tap
Poly nut, 3/4" (Included in part # 60401)
Poly gasket, 3/4" (Included in part # 60401)
EPDM rubber gasket, 3/4"
Poly hose adapter, 3/4" MNPT x 3/8" barb
Stainless hose clamp, 3/8" - 7/8"
EPDM rubber hose, 3/8" (30" length)
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Breakdowns & Parts Lists
39
38

34

35

33

36

37
35
36

Ref #
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Qty
1
1
2
2
4
4
4

Part Number
9434
8000-543-936
FN38
CB38*34G5
MR1024*112S
FW14S
NNC1024S

Description
Pump mounting bracket
Shurflo pump, 12 volt, 1.4 gpm
Flange nut, 3/8-16
Carriage bolt, 3/8-16 x 3/4" grade 5
Machine screw, 10-24 x 1 1/2" stainless
Flat washer, 1/4", stainless
Nylon lock nut, 10-24, stainless

57
pump power supply

59

58

60

to pressure side of pump

61
64
63
62

65

to LH10 harness

Ref #
57
58
59
60
61
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Qty
1
1
1
1
1

Part Number
E664
L107
78-08037
90-02476
90-02476

Description
PVC junction box
Romex box connector, 1 1/2"
Module booster, 25A, w/2 poswp *
Pressure sensor adapter cable *
Pressure sensor kit, 10BAR *

Ref #
62
63
64
65

Qty
1
1
1
1

Part Number
CP36986NYB
CP21545NY
1920
45-05424

* Included in #90-2263 control unit

Description
Gauge elbow adapter
Nylon tubing nut
1/8" OD Poly tubing, black
Cable, manual pump, 70 series *

Breakdowns & Parts Lists

19

29

29
31
32
21
20

29
30

30

22

to pressure sensor

29

32

28
27

23

26
24
25
Ref #
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Qty
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Part Number
9433
AA12212PP50
3A1238
3M1238
8M38
8TT38
3EL3838
RB3818S

Description
Pump cover
Strainer poly 1/2" FPT 50M
1/2" MNPT x 3/8" barb poly adapter
Poly pipe nipple, 1/2" x 3/8" MNPT
62459 3/8" x short nipple, sch. 80
62464 3/8" poly tee, sch. 80
3/8" MPT x 3/8" barb poly elbow
Hex bushing 3/8" x 1/8" stainless

Ref #
27
28
29
30
31
32

Qty
1
1
6
6
1
2

Part Number
CP21736NY
1920
FN1024
MR1024*12S
1206
62604052

Description
Male connector, nylon, 67-20003
1/8" OD Poly tubing, black (5’ length)
Flange nut, 10-24
Machine screw 10-24 x 1/2", stainless
EPDM rubber hose, 3/8" (6" length)
Stainless hose clamp, 3/8" - 7/8"
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Breakdowns & Parts Lists

10

10

5

12

5

5

11

2

4

12
1

3

2

7

8

15

9

7
8

4

Ref #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Qty
1
2
1
2
4
2
4
6

Part Number
1206
1208
3SHM1238
62604052
6806052
8079PP100
8079PP50
CP19438EPR

Description
EPDM rubber hose, 3/8" (20’ length)
EPDM rubber hose, 1/2" (1.5’ length)
1/2" barb x 3/8" barb poly hose mender
Stainless hose clamp, 1/4" - 5/8"
Stainless hose clamp, 3/8" - 7/8"
Stainless nozzle screen, 100 mesh, red
Stainless nozzle screen, 50 mesh, red
Seat washer, rubber

9

5

Ref #
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

13

8

6

14
9

Qty
6
2
1
1
2
2
2

Part Number
CP256071NY
QJ11112
QJ3635001NYB
QJ3635002NYB
XR11003VP
XR11002VP
XR110015VP

Description
QJ cap only, round, black
1/2" Vari-quick-clamp
Triple nozzle body elbow, 1/2"
Triple nozzle body tee, 1/2"
Teejet spray tip, XR, polymer, blue
Teejet spray tip, XR, polymer, yellow
Teejet spray tip, XR, polymer, green

17

16
18

Ref #
16
17
18

Qty
1
1
1

Part Number
75-30011
LH10
45-05381

Description
Console, pump control, manual, 73 series *
BA110LH wire harness extension
Cable 3Pos. battery, 12’ w/15amp fuses *

* Included in 90-02263 control unit
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Breakdowns & Parts Lists
Shurflo® Pump
Model: 8000-543-936
1

2

Ref #
1
2
3
4
5

Qty.
1
1
1
1
1

3

Part Number
9437505
9437405
9437900
9439005
9438532

4

5

Description
Switch kit, vition, 60 psi
Check valve kit
Upper housing kit
Valve kit, viton
Diaphragm and drive kit, santoprene
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CropCare® Limited Warranty
Liquid Applicator: Model BA110LH

Warranty Coverage
CropCare® hereby provides a Limited One (1) Year Warranty on Liquid Applicators, manufactured by CropCare®. Liquid Applicators
manufactured by CropCare® are warrantied against any manufacturer’s defects in any of the applicator’s components in the 12 months
following the original date of purchase.
Defective components will be repaired or replaced at the discretion of the manufacturer. It is the responsibility of the purchaser to
return warranted components to the manufacturer. This warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of applicator components
only. CropCare® is not to be held liable for incidental or consequential damages of any kind. This warranty covers the purchaser of
this Liquid Applicator and any other owners who own it during the one year warranty period.
To retain the warranty, the applicator must be operated and maintained as ascribed by its owner’s manual. For warranty service,
please have a copy of the purchase invoice available.

Warranty Is Void if:
1.	 The applicator has been subjected to, in the opinion of CropCare®, negligent handling, misuse, an accident or if the instructions
in the owner’s manual were not completely followed.
2.	 The applicator’s components have been altered in any manner or repairs have taken place with unapproved parts.
3.	 The applicator and its components were subject to freezing or freezing conditions. The applicator must have been winterized as
per the maintenance instructions to retain the warranty.
4.	 A non-compatible chemical was used and/or if the applicator operator failed to rinse all chemical residue out of the applicator’s
components after use.
5.	 A petroleum-based, oil-based, or flammable product was used and caused damage to the pump, tank, hoses, or any other
component.

Getting Warranty Service
All Liquid Applicator warranty claims must be made through an authorized CropCare® dealer. All warranty claims must be
submitted with an invoice or a proof of purchase that denotes the purchase date and place of purchase. If you have any questions or
comments concerning this warranty, please contact an authorized CropCare® dealer.
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Contact Us
We desire to give you continuing service in the best manner possible. This includes listening to your comments, suggestions, and
problems. We will do our best to answer all questions thoroughly and in a timely manner. We have trained customer service
specialists who are more than willing to listen to any questions or problems and help you to find a feasible solution.

Ordering Parts
Your CropCare® dealer has a fully-stocked parts department that will be able to meet all of your parts needs. Trained customer
service specialists will ensure that all purchases are processed smoothly and shipped in a timely manner.

A brand of PBZ LLC

A Paul B Zimmerman Inc. Company
50 Wood corner Road
Lititz PA 17543
(717) 738-7365
Fax (717) 738-7369
www.CropCareEquipment.com
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